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ABSTRACT
Double repetitive element (DRE) PCR amplification is a simple Mycobacterium tuberculosis typing method,
however amplification failure or poor resolution of bands commit its efficacy. In order to verify if whether or
not these features could be minimized by improving DNA extraction procedures or Taq polymerise quality,
DRE-PCR was performed on 24 M. tuberculosis DNA samples extracted by heat-shock, mechanical and
enzymatic methods applying conventional and hot start Taq pol. We demonstrated that when dealing with
the Mycobacterium tuberculosis DRE-PCR typing method, Taq pol of better quality might be more important
to improve amplification than the DNA extraction method.
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Tuberculosis (TB) is a serious public health problem in
developing countries, such as Brazil, where the disease is not
properly controlled. Understanding the epidemiology of TB
transmission in epidemic areas is important in effective and
feasible TB control design (10). Molecular methods for
Mycobacterium tuberculosis strain differentiation are important
tools for epidemiological studies (13,14). Although restriction
fragment length polymorphism analysis based on the IS6110
insertion sequence is the gold standard among DNA
fingerprinting methods (13), at the practical level it has some
limitations such as time/labor investment, and requirement of
specialized software and equipment, making this technique too
expensive for implementation in developing countries (5).
Alternative procedures based on polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) have been developed, the simplest being the doublerepetitive-element PCR (DRE-PCR) designed for the detection
of IS6110 inter-regions and the polymorphic G-C sequence
(PGRS) (3,7). However, despite simplicity and cost-efficiency of
the DRE-PCR, reproducibility of this method has been reported
to be suboptimal due to amplification failure or poor resolution

of bands (3,7,12). The aim of this work is to evaluate whether
this limitation is related to the DNA extraction procedure or to
Taq polymerase quality.
Twenty-four M. tuberculosis clinical isolates were
submitted to the three different nucleic acid extraction
procedures. All cellular DNA preparations were carried out with
fresh M. tuberculosis cultivated at 37ºC in Löewenstein-Jensen
(LJ). The extraction procedures were: i) Heat shock – a full
loop of cells reaching the 5 mm mark in a 1.5 mL microcentrifuge
tube was boiled for 30 min in TE buffer and then frozen at -20ºC
until application (3), ii) Mechanical - the same cell quantity
was mixed with siliconized mini-glass beads, chloroform and
TE buffer, in a Mickle cell disruptor (The Mickle Lab.
Engeneering Co. Ltda, Gomshall, Surrey, UK) as described
previously (9) and iii) Enzymatic – DNA was prepared with
cetyl-trimethyl-ammonium bromide as described by Van Embden
et al. (13). Amplification of each extracted DNA was performed
by the DRE-PCR method, as described previously (3,7), with
minor modifications. Briefly, reaction mixtures containing 1.25U
and 1.0 U of Taq polymerise and hot start Taq polymerase
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(Invitrogen do Brasil Ltda), respectively, were prepared. Each
mixture was added to a 10 µl batch of DNA obtained by heatshock and to a 1 µl batch of mechanically or enzymatically
extracted DNA to a final volume of 50 µl each. The cycling
parameters included an initial denaturation at 95ºC/10 min. and
30 cycles of 94ºC/1 min, 56ºC/2 min and a final extension of
72ºC/10 min. The amplified products (20 µl) were eletrophoresed
on 1.8% agarose-gels (Sigma, Saint Louis, CA, USA). Each
amplification procedure was performed two times in different
days. The amplification efficiency was calculated as, EC = Σ (n
. y)/x, where n= number of amplified fragments, y= number of
strains that amplified the same number of fragments and x=
total numbers of the strains.
The results obtained, with each DNA extraction method vs.
each Taq polymerise, were analyzed visually. Improvement in
band resolution was analyzed comparing the results for each
Taq polymerize master mix (Fig. 1). Results in number of amplified
samples with Taq polymerase hot start were significantly higher
then results elicited by conventional Taq polymerize (p<0.003,
Wilcoxon’s Test), regardless the DNA extraction method (Fig.

Figure 1. DRE-PCR patterns using DNA extracted by HeatShock (a), Mechanical (beads-Mickle - b) and Enzymatic (c)
methods, and PCR reaction mixture containing (A) hot start Taq
polymerase and (B) Taq polymerase.
L- Ladder 100bp, numbers- ID patients, C+: Positive control, C: Negative control.
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2). Despite seeming superior than the other DNA extraction
methods, the mechanical extraction method resulted in a number
of bands that did not differ significantly (p=0.826, Friedman’s
test) for a same collection of isolates. Each amplification
procedure was repeated two times without significant difference
in band patterns.
Variations in DNA preparation, such as purity, size,
concentration and presence of inhibitors, have been known to
interfere with PCR amplification (7). In our study, size and purity
were not disturbance factors, which is not surprising since the
targeted insertion sequences were present in multiple copies,
improving primer binding, even in disrupted DNA obtained by
heat-shock or mechanical extraction methods. Concentration is
also well known to be a problem. The enzimatically extracted
DNA was amplified only after dilution, even when hot start Taq
polymerase was used (data not shown). The amplification failure
may have been due to inhibition by phenol residues associated
with the enzymatic method, as described by Sola et al. (11).
These authors reported that mechanical extraction led to a lower
number of amplified fragments of DNA. However, our results
did not exhibit significant differences among DNA extraction
methods when hot-start Taq polymerase was employed,
although the enzymatic extraction was slightly less efficient
than the mechanical method.
During PCR set-up, two types of undesirable DNA
amplifications may impair the yield and/or specificity of the
test: mispriming and/or formation of a dimmer primer. These

Figure 2. Efficiency of DRE-PCR amplification DNA, extracted
by Heat-Shock, Mechanical (Beads-Mickle) and Enzymatic
methods. Efficiency was express by the number of bands divided
by the number of strains assayed with reaction mixture
containing Taq polymerase (Taq pol) and hot start Taq
polymerase (Taq Hs) using the following formula: EC= Σ (n x y)/
x, where n= number of amplified fragments, y= number of strains
that amplified the same number of fragments and x= total number
of the strains tested.
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events take place particularly in amplifications involving high
cycle numbers, high G-C content of the template DNA or multiple
primer pairs (6). M. tuberculosis DNA typing by DRE-PCR is
included in last two conditions since these organisms have
high G-C content (2) and DRE-PCR requires two pairs of primers.
These characteristics may be responsible for the suboptimal
test results. Hot-start Taq polymerase is protected by a heatresistant antibody, thus DNA synthesis before the reaction has
been warmed to the normal DNA extension temperature is
reduced or prevented. This favored primer accessibility and
improved the amplification by avoiding primer stable annealing
not only to each other but to unwanted template sequences as
well, which may have contributed to a reduction in the yield of
faint bands (6).
The effects of additives or co-solvents on PCR are not well
understood. They seem to affect the melting temperature of the
primer, the thermal activity profile of Taq polymerase and the
degree of product strand separation. Dimethyl sulfoxide, among
other additives, has been reported to improve DRE-PCR
amplification due to its strong activity on G-C rich DNA
denaturation (8). However the final concentration must not
exceed 10%, as it can inhibit Taq polymerase activity by 50%
(4). According to our study, the use of hot start Taq polymerase
without addition of any other reagent seems to be enough for
rapid strain typing. However, as the faint bands were not
completely eliminated in some samples, hampering pattern
interpretation when dealing with a great number of strains, DREPCR hot-start amplification may be indicated for special
situations, such as for small outbreaks tracing, and tracking of
laboratory cross contamination and policlonal infection (1,7),
been useful in developing countries for easy and rapid strain
typing.
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RESUMO
Os métodos de extração de DNA e a qualidade DA Taq
polimerase podem melhorar a tipagem molecular de
M. tuberculosis por DRE-PCR
Amplificação de duplo elemento repetido (DRE) por PCR é
um método simples para tipagem de Mycobacterium
tuberculosis, entretanto falha ou a baixa resolução das bandas
na amplificação compromete a eficiência do método. Com o
objetivo de verificar se estes problemas podem ou não ser
minimizados pela utilização de diferentes procedimentos de
extração de DNA ou de qualidades de Taq polimerase, DRE-

PCR foi ensaiado em 24 amostras de DNA de M. tuberculosis
extraídos pelos métodos de choque-térmico, - mecânico e
enzimático utilizando Taq polimerase convencional e hot start
Taq pol. Foi demonstrado que a qualidade da Taq pol utilizada
talvez seja mais importante para uma melhor amplificação que o
método de extração de DNA empregado.
Palavras-chave: Mycobacterium tuberculosis; PCR; Taq hot
start; DRE-PCR
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